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FLUKE 101/101 KIT Handheld Digital Multimeter Professional
Tester Multimeter Professional Digital Multimeter With Test
Leads

Fluke 101/101Kit Digital Multimeters

Main features

The appearance is novel, the size is small, the grip is comfortable, and the weight is only 160g,
which can be easily put into a pocket or carried easily

Auto power saving mode

https://www.aliexpress.com/item/1005001543114135.html?spm=a2g0o.store_pc_topSellerIng.8148356.6.36752b1dtwEhH3&pdp_npi=2%2540dis!USD!US%20%252491.90!US%20%252448.71!!!!!%2540212c9bf916602026507704166e5564!12000020112633835!sh
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Automatic range test, test is more convenient and faster; at the same time, the number of wave
plate rotations is reduced, and the life of the instrument is prolonged

Data hold function for easier reading of measurement results

Meet the IEC61010-1 CATIII 600V safety level standard, users can test a wider range of
occasions and test ranges, and the test is more secure, which not only protects the user's
investment, but also ensures the safety of personnel and instruments.

Fluke SmartStrap™ smart magnetic multi-purpose strap (Fluke101kit is standard, Fluke-101 is
optional)has a unique and novel design, which can be used for adsorption, suspension, support
and use, making it easier to carry the instrument and perform tests

Product Overview: Fluke 101/101Kit Digital Multimeters

Fluke 101/101Kit Digital Multimeters are used for basic electrical testing and can be used by
residential/commercial electricians and heating and air conditioning technicians for reliable
testing. This digital multimeter is small and lightweight and comfortable to hold. It's also durable
enough for years of everyday use. If you need an affordable professional-grade multimeter, the
Fluke 101/101Kit Digital Multimeter is your best choice.

Function Range The
resolution

of the

Accuracy of + / - + minimum
resolution (% readings words)

ACVoltage measurement
v(40Hz-500Hz)

6.000V 0.001V 1%+3

Dc voltage measurement 6.000V 0.001V 0.5%+3

Communication millivolt
measurement

600.0
mV

0.1mV 3%+3

Diode test 2.000V 0.001V 10%

Resistance test 400.0
Ω

0.1 Ω 0.5 % + 3

4.000
kΩ

0.001 kΩ 0.5 % + 2
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40.00
kΩ

0.01 kΩ 0.5 % + 2

400.0
kΩ

0.1 kΩ 0.5 % + 2

4.000
MΩ

0.001 MΩ 0.5 % + 2

40.00
MΩ

0.01 MΩ 1.5% + 3

Capacitance test 50.00
nF

0.01 nF 2 % + 5

500.0
nF

0.1 nF 2 % + 5

5.000
μF

0.001 μF 5 % + 5

50.00
μF

0.01 μF 5 % + 5

500.0
μF

0.1 μF 5 % + 5

1000
μF

1 μF 5 % + 5

Frequency test(10Hz-
100KHz)

50.00
Hz

0.01 Hz 0.1 % + 3

500.0
Hz

0.1 Hz

5.000
kHz

0.001 kHz
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